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Doctor Mayhew had been a faithful friend, and such he continued, looking to the interests of the friendless,
which might have suffered in the absence of so good an advocate. It was he, as I learnt, who had drawn from
the incumbent his reluctant consent to my return. My departure following my thoughtless declaration so
quickly, was not without visible effect on her who had such deep concern in it. Her trouble was not lost upon
the experienced doctor; he mentioned his suspicion to her father, and recommended my recall. The physician
bade him wait. The patient did not rally, and her melancholy increased. The doctor once more interceded, but
not successfully. Mr Fairman received his counsel with a hasty word, and Dr Mayhew left the parsonage in
anger, telling the minister he would himself be answerable no longer for her safety. A week elapsed, and
Doctor Mayhew found it impossible to keep away. The old friends met, more attached than ever for the
parting which both had found it difficult to bear. The lady was no better. They held a conference--it ended in
my favour. I had been exactly a month reinstated, when Doctor Mayhew, who could not rest thoroughly easy
until our marriage was concluded, and, as he said, "the affair was off his hands," took a convenient
opportunity to intimate to Mr Fairman the many advantages of an early union. The minister was anxious to
postpone the ceremony to a distant period, which he had not courage himself to name. This Mayhew saw, and
was well satisfied that, if my happiness depended on the word of the incumbent, I should wait long before I
heard it voluntarily given. He told me so, and undertook "to bring the matter to a head" with all convenient
speed. He met with a hundred objections, for all of which he was prepared. He heard his friend attentively, and
with great deference, and then he answered. What his answers were, I cannot tell--powerful his reasoning must
have been, since it argued the jealous parent into the necessity of arranging for an early marriage, and
communicating with me that same day upon the views which he had for our future maintenance and comfort.
Had he been negotiating for himself, he could not have been in higher spirits. Ellen was with me when he
acquainted me, that in three months the treasure would be my own, and mine would be the privilege and right
to cherish it. He lived for the happiness and prosperity of his child. For that he was prepared to make every
sacrifice a father might--even the greatest--that of parting with her. Was it to be expected that he should be
insensible to the heavy cost? Could it be supposed that he would all at once resign the dear one without a
quiver or a pang? There is a tremor of the soul as well as of the body, when the knife is falling on the limb to
sever it, and this he suffered, struggling for composure as a martyr, and yet with all the weakness of a man. I
have watched him closely, and I have known his heart wringing with pain, as the eye of his child sparkled with
joy at my approach, whilst the visible features of his face strove fiercely to suppress the rising selfishness. In
our evening walks I have seen him in our track, following from afar, eager to overtake and join us, and yet
resisting the strong impulse, and forbearing. He could not hide from me the glaring fact, that he was envious
of my fortune, manifest as it was in every trifling act; nor was it, in truth, easier for him to conceal the strong
determination which he had formed to act with honour and with justice. No angry or reproachful word escaped
his lips; every favour that he could show me he gladly proffered; nay, many uncalled-for and unexpected, he
insisted upon my receiving, apparently, or, as I guessed, because he wished to mortify his own poor heart, and
to remove from me the smallest cause for murmuring or complaint. I endeavoured not to be unworthy of his
liberality and confidence; and the daughter, who perceived the conflict in his breast, redoubled her attention,
and made more evident her unimpaired and childlike love. It wanted but a month to the time fixed for our
union, when Ellen reached her twentieth year. On that occasion, Doctor Mayhew dined with us, and passed the
evening at the parsonage. He was in high spirits; and the minister himself more gay than I had known him
since our engagement. All went merry as a marriage-bell. The parent looked upon her with just pride, and took
occasion, when the music was at its loudest, to turn to Mayhew, and to speak of her. What a figure the puss
has got! Rest assured, my friend, if we could only let young ladies have their way, our patients would diminish
rapidly. Why, how she sings to-night! I never knew her voice so good--did you? Her heart is revelling. It was
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very sinful to be so anxious on her account. Is she not the picture of health and animation? The song is over.
The incumbent drew her head there, and touched her cheek in playfulness. Come here, though, and I will now.
The doctor professed to whisper in her ear, but kissed her cheek. He coughed and hemmed, and, with a serious
air, asked me what I meant by grinning at him. Either papa or you have been always called away before half
the evening was over. You would be very wretched, then, if we were obliged to go? No doubt of it, especially
if we happened to leave that youngster there behind us. The incumbent, himself a fine reader, had taken great
pains to teach his child the necessary and simple, but much neglected art of reading well. There was much
grace and sweetness in her utterance, correct emphasis, and no effort. He listened with greater pleasure to her
voice than to his own or any other, but he watched the smallest diminution of its power--the faintest evidence
of failing strength--and released her instantly, most anxious for her health and safety, then and always. Past
time was summoned up, weighed with the present, and, with all the mercies which accompanied it, was still
found wanting in the perfect and unsullied happiness that existed now. His labours in the service of his people,
his prayers on their behalf, were not unanswered. Improvement was taking place around him; even those who
had given him cause for deepest sorrow, were already turning from the path of error into that of rectitude and
truth. His family was blessed-- and he looked at Ellen with a moistened eye --with health, and with the
promise of its continuance. His best and oldest friend was at his side; and he, who was dear to them all on her
account whose life would soon be linked with his, was about to add to every other blessing, the advantages
which must follow the possession of so good a son. What more could he require? How much more was this
than the most he could deserve! He took the incumbent by the hand, and spoke. You and I have roughed it
many years, and gently enough do we go down the hill. To behold the suffering of other men, and to
congratulate ourselves upon our exemption, is not the rational mode of receiving goodness from Almighty
God--yet it is impossible for a human being to look about him, and to see family after family worn down by
calamity, whilst he himself is free from any, and not have his heart yearning with thankfulness, knowing, as he
must, how little he merits his condition. You and I are happy fellows, both of us; and all we have to do, is to
think so, and to prepare quietly to leave our places, whilst the young folks grow up to take them. The hearts
were full to the brink--to speak was to interfere with their consummate joy. The doctor was the only one who
made the attempt, and he, after a very ineffectual endeavour to be jocose, held his peace. The Bible was
produced. The servants of the house appeared. A chapter was read from it by the incumbent--a prayer was
offered up, then we separated. I stole to Ellen as she was about to quit us for the night. Earth will not suffer it"
We parted, and in twelve hours those words were not without their meaning. We met on the following
morning at the usual breakfast hour. The moment that I entered the apartment, I perceived that Ellen was
indisposed--that something had occurred, since the preceding night, to give her anxiety or pain. Her hand
trembled slightly, and a degree of perturbation was apparent in her movements. My first impression was, that
she had received ill news, for there was nothing in her appearance to indicate the existence of bodily suffering.
It soon occurred to me, however, that the unwonted recent excitement might account for all her
symptoms--that they were, in fact, the natural consequence of that sudden abundance of joyous spirits which I
had remarked in her during the early part of the evening. I satisfied myself with this belief, or strove to do
so--the more easily, perhaps, because I saw her father indifferent to her state, if not altogether ignorant of it.
He who was ever lying in wait--ever watching--ever ready to apprehend the smallest evidence of ill health,
was, on this morning, as insensible to the alteration which had taken place in the darling object of his
solicitude, as though he had no eyes to see, or object to behold; so easy is it for a too anxious diligence in a
pursuit to overshoot and miss the point at which it aims. I say that I dismissed all thought of serious mischief,
by attributing at once all signs of it to the undue excitement of the festive night. As the breakfast proceeded, I
believed that her anxiety diminished, and with that passed away my fears. At the end of the pleasure garden of
the parsonage was a paddock, and, immediately beyond this, another field, leading to a small valley of great
beauty. To this retreat Ellen and I had frequently wandered with our books during the progress of our love.
Here we had passed delightful hours, bestowing on the future the same golden lustre that made so bright the
present. Thither I bent my steps at the close of our repast. It wanted but two days to the time fixed for the
resumption of our studies. The boys had returned, and the note of preparation was already sounded. I carried
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my task to the retreat, and there commenced my labours. An hour fled quickly whilst I was occupied
somewhat in Greek, but more in contemplation of the gorgeous scene before me, and in lingering thoughts of
her whose form was never absent, but hovered still about the pleasure or the business of the day. The shadow
of that form was yet present, when the substance became visible to the bodily eye. She was even paler than
before--and the burden of some disquietude was written on her gentle brow; but a smile was on her lips--one
of a languid cast--and also of encouragement and hope. I drew her to my side. Lovers are egotists; their words
point ever to themselves. She spoke of the birth-day that had just gone by; the tranquil and blissful celebration
of it. My expectant soul was already dreaming of the next that was to come, and speaking of the increased
happiness that must accompany it. We should never forget that. Whilst we are here, we live upon her
promises. You do not say that, dear Caleb? You could not give your heart to him who thought so; howbeit,
you have bestowed it upon one unworthy of your piety and excellence.
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We may now proceed to consider the final change,--that of the grilse into the adult salmon. We have just seen
that smolts return to the rivers as grilse, of the weights above noted, during the summer and autumn of the
same season in which they had descended for the first time to the sea. Such as seek the rivers in the earlier part
of summer are of small size, because they have sojourned for but a short time in the sea: But it appears to be
an established, though till now an unknown fact, that with the exception of the early state of parr, in which the
growth has been shown to be extremely slow, salmon actually never do grow in fresh water at all, either as
grilse or in the adult state. All their growth in these two most important later stages, takes place during their
sojourn in the sea. In corroboration of this I may refer to the extensive fisheries of the Duke of Sutherland,
where the fish of each station of the same river are kept distinct from those of another station, and where we
have had ample proof that salmon habitually decrease in weight in proportion to their time and distance from
the sea. All their growth, then, seems to take place during their sojourn in the sea, usually from eight to twelve
weeks. Mr Young commenced marking grilses, with a view to ascertain that they became salmon, as far back
as , and has continued to do so ever since, though never two seasons with the same mark. We shall here record
only the results of the two preceding years. In the spring of , he marked a number of spawned grilse soon after
the conclusion of the spawning period. Taking his "net and coble," he fished the river for the special purpose,
and all the spawned grilse of 4 lb. They were immediately thrown into the river, and of course disappeared,
making their way downwards with other spawned fish towards the sea. On their return from the sea, he caught
many of these quondam grilse converted into salmon as before. The following lists will serve to illustrate the
rate of growth: During both these seasons, Mr Young informs us, he caught far more marked grilse returning
with the form and attributes of perfect salmon, than are recorded in the preceding lists. All those recorded in
my lists returned and were captured with the twisted wires complete, the same as the specimens transmitted
for your examination. The young are hatched after a period which admits of considerable range, according to
the temperature of the season, or the modifying character of special localities. But though the lapse of or even
days from the period of deposition is frequently required to perfect the form of these little fishes, which even
then measure scarcely more than an inch in length, their subsequent growth is still extremely slow; and the
silvery aspect of the smolt is seldom assumed till after the expiry of a couple of years. The great mass of these
smolts descend to the sea during the months of April and May,--the varying range of the spawning and
hatching season carrying with it a somewhat corresponding range in the assumption of the first signal change,
and the consequent movement to the sea. They return under the greatly enlarged form of grilse, as already
stated, and these grilse spawn that same season in common with the salmon, and then both the one and the
other re-descend into the sea in the course of the winter or ensuing spring. They all return again to the rivers
sooner or later, in accordance, as we believe, with the time they had previously left it after spawning, early or
late. Such, however, is now the perfection of our fisheries, and the facilities for conveying this princely species
even from our northern rivers, and the "distant islands of the sea," to the luxurious cities of more populous
districts, that we greatly doubt if any salmon ever attains a good old age, or is allowed to die a natural death.
We are not possessed of sufficient data from which to judge either of their natural term of life, or of their
ultimate increase of size. They are occasionally, though rarely, killed in Britain of the weight of forty and even
fifty pounds. In the comparatively unfished rivers of Scandinavia large salmon are much more frequent,
although the largest we ever heard of was an English fish which came into the possession of Mr Groves, of
Bond Street. It was a female, and weighed eighty-three pounds. In the year , Mr Young marked a few spawned
salmon along with his grilse, employing as a distinctive mark copper wire instead of brass. One of these,
weighing twelve pounds, was marked on the 4th of March, and was recaptured on returning from the sea on
the 10th of July, weighing eighteen pounds. But as we know not whether it made its way to the sea
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immediately after being marked, we cannot accurately infer the rate of increase. It probably becomes slower
every year, after the assumption of the adult state. Why the salmon of one river should greatly exceed the
average weight of those of another into which it flows, is a problem which we cannot solve. They have little or
nothing to do with the loch itself, haunting habitually the brawling stream, and spawning in the shallower
fords, at some distance up, but still below the great basin;[22] and there are no physical peculiarities which in
any way distinguish the Shin from many other lake born northern rivers, where salmon do not average half the
size. In the last instance, the average temperature of the river for eight weeks, had not exceeded 33 deg.. These
spawned; and their produce, as was to be expected, after descending to the sea, returned in due course, and,
making their way through the loch, ascended their native tributaries. Various modifications of these views
took place accordingly; but no one ascertained the truth by observation. Mr Shaw was, therefore, entitled to
proceed as if the matter were solely in his own hands; and he makes no mention either of the "vain
imaginations" of Dr Knox, the more careful compilation of Mr Yarrell, or the still closer, but by no means
approximate calculations of Richard Parnell, M. In this he has acted wisely, seeing that his own essay
professes to be simply a statement of facts, and not an historical exposition of the progress of error. It would,
indeed, have been singular if two species, in many respects so closely allied in their general structure any
economy, had been found to differ very materially in any essential point. The sea trout is well known to
anglers as one of the liveliest of all the fishes subject to his lure. In its various and progressive stages, it passes
under the names of fry, smolt, orange-fin, phinock, herling, whitling, sea-trout, and salmon-trout. It is likewise
the "Fordwich trout" of Izaak Walton, described by that poetical old piscator as "rare good meat. It is taken in
the more seaward pools of our northern rivers, sometimes in several hundreds at a single haul; and vast
quantities, after being boiled, and hermetically sealed in tin cases, are extensively consumed both in our home
and foreign markets. But, notwithstanding its great commercial value, naturalists have failed to present us with
any accurate account of its consecutive history from the ovum to the adult state. This desideratum we are now
enabled to supply through Mr Shaw. On the 1st of November , this ingenious observer perceived a pair of
sea-trouts engaged together in depositing their spawn among the gravel of one of the tributaries of the river
Nith, and being unprovided at the moment with any apparatus for their capture, he had recourse to his
fowling-piece. Watching the moment when they lay parallel to each other, he fired across the heads of the
devoted pair, and immediately secured them both, although, as it afterwards appeared, rather by the influence
of concussion than the more immediate action of the shot. They were about six inches under water. Having
obtained a sufficient supply of the impregnated spawn, he removed it in a bag of wire gauze to his
experimental ponds. At this period the temperature of the water was about 47 deg. By the fortieth day the
embryo fish were visible to the naked eye, and, on the 14th January, seventy-five days after deposition, the fry
were excluded from the egg. At this early period, the brood exhibit no perceptible difference from that of the
salmon, except that they are somewhat smaller, and of paler hue. They increased in size slowly, measuring
only three inches in length by the month of October, at which time they were nine months old. In January ,
they had increased to three and a half inches, exhibiting a somewhat defective condition during the winter
months, in one or more of which, Mr Shaw seems to think, they scarcely grow at all. We need not here go
through the entire detail of these experiments. At this period they greatly resembled certain varieties of the
common river-trout, and the males had now attained the age of sexual completion, although none of the
females had matured the roe. This physiological fact is also observable in the true salmon. In the month of
May, three-fourths of the brood being now upwards of two years old, and seven inches long assumed the fine
clear silvery lustre which characterises the migratory condition, being thus converted into smolts, closely
resembling those of salmon in their general aspect, although easily to be distinguished by the orange tips of
the pectoral fins, and other characters with which we shall not here afflict our readers. The natural economy of
the sea-trout thus far approximates that of the genuine salmon, but with the following exception. Mr Shaw is
of opinion that about one-fourth of each brood never assume the silvery lustre; and, as they are never seen to
migrate in a dusky state towards the sea, he infers that a certain portion of the species may be permanent
residents in fresh water. In support of this power of adaptation to fresh water possessed by sea-trout, Mr Shaw
refers to a statement by the late Dr McCulloch, that these fish had become permanent inhabitants of a loch in
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the island of Lismore, Argyllshire. Similar facts have been recorded by other naturalists, though, upon the
whole, in a somewhat vague and inconclusive manner. We have it in our power to mention a very marked
example. When certain springs were conducted, about twenty years ago, from the slopes of the Pentland Hills,
near Edinburgh, into that city, which Dr Johnson regarded as by no means abundantly supplied with the "pure
element of water," it was necessary to compensate the mill-owners by another supply. After this operation, of
course the waters of the upper portion of the stream speedily rose to a level with the sluices, thus forming a
small lake, commonly called the "Compensation Pond. Yet in the pond itself we have recently ascertained the
existence of sea-trout in a healthy state, although such as we have examined, being young, were of small size.
These attributes, however, were all the more important as proving the breeding condition of the parents in a
state of prolonged captivity. It is obvious that sea-trout must have made their way in fulfilment of their natural
migratory instinct into the higher portions of the stream prior to the completion of the obstructing dam; and as
none could have ascended since, it follows that the individuals in question themselves and their descendants
must have lived and bred in fresh water, without access to the sea, for a continuous period of nearly twenty
years. This is not only a curious fact in the natural history of the species, but it is one of some importance in an
economical point of view. Sea-trout, as an article of diet, are much more valuable than river-trout; and if it can
be ascertained that they breed freely, and live healthily, without the necessity of access to the sea, it would
then become the duty, as it would doubtless be the desire, of those engaged in the construction of artificial
ponds, to stock those receptacles rather with the former than the latter. The captive females, he adds,
manifested symptoms of being in a breeding state by the beginning of the autumn of their third year. The
original streamlet, like most others, was naturally stocked with small "burn-trout," which never exceeded a
few ounces in weight, as their ultimate term of growth. But, in consequence of the formation above referred to,
and the great increase of their productive feeding-ground, and tranquil places for repose and play, these tiny
creatures have, in some instances, attained to an enormous size. We lately examined one which weighed six
pounds. This strongly exemplifies the conformable nature of fishes; that is, their power of adaptation to a
change of external circumstances. This, of course, we can only do by turning our attention to the
corresponding condition of the fry in their natural places in the river. So far back as the 9th of May , our
observer noticed salmon fry descending seawards, and he took occasion to capture a considerable number by
admitting them into the salmon cruive. On examination, he found about one-fifth of each shoal to be what he
considered sea-trout. Wisely regarding this as a favourable opportunity of ascertaining to what extent they
would afterwards "suffer a sea change," he marked all the smolts of that species about ninety in number by
cutting off the whole of the adipose fin, and three-quarters of the dorsal. At a distance, by the course of the
river, of twenty-five miles from the sea, he was not sanguine of recapturing many of these individuals, and in
this expectation he was not agreeably surprised by any better success than he expected. It measured twelve
inches in length, and weighed ten ounces. In this condition of herlings or phinocks, young sea-trout enter
many of our rivers in great abundance in the months of July and August. On the 1st of August fifteen months
after being marked as fry, on its way to the sea--another individual was caught, and recognised by the absence
of one fin, and the curtailment of another. This specimen, as well as others, had no doubt returned, and
escaped detection as a herling, in ; but it was born for greater things, and when captured, as above stated,
weighed two pounds and a half. This view of the progress of the species clearly accounts for a fact well known
to anglers, that in spring and the commencement of summer, larger sea-trout are caught than in July and
August, which would not be the case if they were all fish of the same season. But the former are herlings
which have descended, after spawning early, to the sea, and returned with the increase just mentioned; the
latter were nothing more than smolts in May, and have only once enjoyed the benefit of sea bathing. They are
a year younger than the others. As herlings sea-trout in their third year abounded in the river Nith during the
summer of , Mr Shaw marked a great number by cutting off the adipose fin. On these I put a second distinct
mark, and again returned them to the river, and on the next ensuing summer I recaptured a portion of them,
about one in twenty, averaging a weight of four pounds. I now marked them distinctively for the third time,
and once more returned them to the river, also for the third time. On the following season 23d day of August I
recaptured the individual now exhibited, for the fourth time. However, the individual referred to must
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undoubtedly be regarded as extremely interesting to the naturalist. It exhibits, at a single glance, the various
marks put upon itself and its companions, as they were successively recaptured, from year to year, on their
return to the river--viz. In the 4th and last place, it shows, in its own proper person, as leader of the forlorn
hope of , the state in which it was finally captured and killed, of the weight of six pounds. It was then in its
sixth year, and, representing the adult condition of this migratory species, we think it renders further
investigation unnecessary. In proof of this last point, Mr Shaw informs us, that of the many hundred sea-trout
of different ages which he has marked in various modes, he is not aware that even a single individual has ever
found its way into any tributary of the Solway, saving that of the river Nith.
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Various Home - Random Browse exhibited the continued acts of a kind heart, was a cautious and cold
calculator. Good sense has ever a reserve of manner, the result of a habit of thinkingâ€”and in one of a high
aim, it is apt to acquire almost a stateliness; but even such stateliness is not inconsistent with modesty and with
feeling; it is, in fact, the carriage of the mind, seen in the manner and the person. We make these remarks
under a disgust produced by the singularly illiberal Life of Reynolds by Allan Cunningham; we think we
should not err in saying, that it is maliciously written. We were reading this Life, and made many indignant
remarks as we read, when the death of the author was announced in the newspapers. We had determined, as
far as our power might extend, to rescue the name and fame of Reynolds from the mischief which so popular a
writer as Allan Cunningham was likely to inflict. Death has its sanctity, and we hesitated; indeed, in regret for
the loss of a man of talent, we felt for a time little disposed to think of the ill he may have done; nor was, on
mature consideration, the regret less, that he could not, by our means, be called to review his own workâ€”his
"Lives of the British Painters"â€”in a more candid spirit than that in which they appear to have been written. It
is to be lamented that he did not revise it. Its illiberality and untruth render it very unfit for a "Family Library,"
for which it was composed. Yet it must be confessed, that such regret was rather one of momentary feeling,
than accompanied with any thing like conviction, or even hope, that our endeavour would have been
successful. There was no one better acquainted with the life of one of the painters in his work than ourselves.
His Life, too, was written in a most illiberal spirit, though purposely in praise of the artist. But it was as untrue
as it was illiberal. In a paper in Blackwood, some years ago, we noticed some of the errors and mistatements.
This, we happen to know, was seen by the author of the "Lives;" for we were, in consequence, applied to upon
the subject; and there being an intention expressed to bring out a new edition, we were invited to correct what
was wrong. We did not hesitate, and wrote some two or three letters for the purpose, and entertained but little
doubt of their having been favourably received, and that they would be used, until we were surprised by a
communication, that the author "was much obliged, but was perfectly satisfied with his own account. For both
accounts could not be true. There were, then, but small grounds to hope that Allan Cunningham would have so
revised his work, as to have done justice to Sir Joshua Reynolds. Besides, after all, "respect for the dead"
moves both ways. The question is between the recently dead and the long since dead. In the literary world, and
in the world of art, both yet live; and the author of the Life has this advantage, that thousands read the "Family
Library," whilst but few, comparatively speaking, make themselves acquainted with Sir Joshua Reynolds and
his works. We revere this founder of our English school, and feel it due to the art we love, to condemn the
ungenerous and sarcastic spirit of The Life, by Allan Cunningham. And if the dead could have any interest in
and guidance of things on earth, we can imagine no work that would be more pleasing to them, than the
removal of even the slightest evils they may have inflicted; thus making restitution for them. It is very evident
throughout the "Lives," that the author has a prejudice against, an absolute dislike to, Sir Joshua Reynolds. We
stay not to account for it. There are men of some opinions who, whether from pride, or other feeling, have an
antipathy to courtly manners, and what is called higher society: They would wish to have nothing above
themselves. How far such may have been the case with the writer of the "Lives," we know not, totally
unacquainted as we have ever been, but by his writings. In them there appears very strongly marked this
vulgar feeling. He has stepped out of his way in other lives, such as those of Wilson and Gainsborough, to
attack Sir Joshua by surmises and insinuations of meanness, blurring the fair character of his best acts. The
generous doings of the President were too notorious not to be admitted, but generally a sinister or selfish
motive is insinuated. His courtesy was unpleasing, while extreme coarseness met with a ready apologist. In the
several Lives of Sir Joshua Reynolds, there does not appear the slightest ground upon which to found a charge
of meanness of character: He was most liberal in expenditure, as became his station, and the dignity which he
was ambitiously desirous of conferring upon the art over which he presided. To artists and others in their
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distresses he was most generous: We are tempted to give it unaltered, as we find it in the words of Northcote:
He immediately rung the bell for the servants, in order to make his enquiries, and was soon convinced of the
truth of the matter related in the newspaper. This black man had lived in his service as footman for several
years, and has been portrayed in several pictures, particularly in one of the Marquis of Granby, where he holds
the horse of that general. Sir Joshua reprimanded this black servant for his conduct, and especially for not
having informed him of this curious adventure; when the man said he had concealed it only to avoid the blame
he should have incurred had he told it. In this dilemma he wandered in the street till he came to a watch-house,
in which he took shelter for the remainder of the night, among the variety of miserable companions to be
found in such places; and amidst this assembly of the wretched, the black man fell sound asleep, when a poor
thief, who had been taken into custody by the constable of the night, perceiving, as the man slept, that he had a
watch and money in his pocket, which was seen on his thigh, watched his opportunity and stole the watch, and
with a penknife cut through the pocket, and so possessed himself of the money. When the black awaked from
his nap, he soon discovered what had been done, to his cost, and immediately gave the alarm, and a strict
search was made through the company; when the various articles which the black had lost were found in the
possession of the unfortunate wretch who had stolen them. He was accordingly secured, and next morning
carried before the justice, and committed to take his trial at the Old Bailey, the black being bound over to
prosecute, and, as we have seen, was at his trial cast and condemned to death. Sir Joshua, much affected by
this recital, immediately sent his principal servant, Ralph Kirkly, to make all enquiries into the state of the
criminal, and, if necessary, to relieve his wants in whatever way could be done. When Kirkly came to the
prison he was soon admitted to the cell of the prisoner, where he beheld the most wretched spectacle that
imagination can conceiveâ€”a poor forlorn criminal, without a friend on earth who could relieve or assist him,
and reduced almost to a skeleton by famine and filth, waiting till the dreadful morning should arrive when he
was to be made an end of by a violent death. Sir Joshua now ordered fresh clothing to be sent to him, and also
that the black servant should carry him every day a sufficient supply of food from his own table; and at that
time Mr E. Burke being very luckily in office, he applied to him, and by their joint interest they got his
sentence changed to transportation; when, after being furnished with all necessaries, he was sent out of the
kingdom. I have had from Sir Joshua and Mr Strahan. To a hand so liberal in distributing, I hope nobody will
envy the power of acquiring. The following anecdote is delightful: Sir Joshua received him, on his arrival in
England, with much kindness, and even recommended him most strongly to pursue his profession in the
metropolis; but De Gree was unwilling to consent to this, as he had been previously engaged by Mrs Latouche
to proceed to Ireland. I also find it mentioned on record, that a painter of considerable merit, having
unfortunately made an injudicious matrimonial choice, was along with that and its consequences as well as an
increasing family, in a few years reduced so very low, that he could not venture out without danger of being
arrestedâ€”a circumstance which, in a great measure, put it out of his power to dispose of his pictures to
advantage. Sir Joshua having accidentally heard of his situation, immediately hurried to his residence to
enquire into the truth of it, when the unfortunate man told him all the melancholy particulars of his lot, adding,
that forty pounds would enable him to compound with his creditors. After some further conversation, Sir
Joshua took his leave, telling the distressed man he would do something for him; and when he was bidding
him adieu at the door, he took him by the hand, and after squeezing it in a friendly way hurried off with that
kind of triumph in his heart the exalted of human kind only know by experience whilst the astonished artist
found that he had left in his hand a bank-note for one hundred pounds. The governess who taught in this
school had but few friends in situations to enable them to do her much service, and her sole dependence was
on her small stipend from the school: The daughter of the schoolmistress, her only child, and at that time a
very young girl, felt for the poor governess, and the pitiable insufficiency in the article of finery; but being
unable to help her from her own resources, devised within herself a means by which it might be done
otherwise. Very shortly after, they received a box containing silks of different patterns, sufficient for two
dresses, to the infinite astonishment of the simple governess, who was totally unable to account for this piece
of good fortune, as the compassionate girl was afraid to let her know the means she had taken in order to
procure the welcome present. Mr Duyes, the artist, saysâ€”"malice has charged him with avarice, probably
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from his not having been prodigal, like too many of his profession; his offer to me proves the contrary. We
will here mention an anecdote which we believe has never been published; we heard it from our excellent
friend, and enthusiastic admirer of all that taste, good sense, and good feeling should admire and love, in art or
out of itâ€”now far advanced in years, and, like Sir Joshua, blind, but full of enjoyment and conversation fresh
as ever upon art, for he remembers and hears, beloved by all who know him, G. He it was who recommended
Collins, the miniature-painter, to Sir Joshua. Now poor Collins was one of the most nervous of men, morbidly
distrustful of himself and his powers. Our friend showed us a portrait of Collins, painted by himself, the very
picture of most sensitive nervousness. Wellâ€”Collins waited upon Sir Joshua, who gave him a picture to copy
for him in miniature. However, he took it home with him, and after some time came to Cumberland in great
agitation, expressing a conviction that he never could copy it, that he had destroyed three attempts, and this,
said he, is the best I can do, and I will destroy it. This Cumberland would not allow, and took possession of it,
and an admirable performance it is. Soon another was done, and Collins took it to Sir Joshua, with many timid
expressions and apologies for his inability, that he feared displeasure for having undertaken a work above him.
Sir Joshua looked at it, declared it to be, as it was, a most excellent copy, and gave him more to do in the same
wayâ€”telling him to go to his scrutoire, open a drawer, and he would find some guineas, and to take out
twenty to pay himself. Is it in human nature, that the man of whom such anecdotes are told, and truly told,
could be guilty of a mean unworthy action? Perhaps the reader will be curious to see how the writer of the
"British Painters," who, from the recent date of his publication, must have known all these incidents, excepting
the last, has converted some of them, by insinuating sarcasm, into charges that blurr their virtue. We should
say that he has omitted, where he could omitâ€”where he could not, he is compelled to contradict himself; for
it is impossible that the insinuations, and the facts, and occasional acknowledgments, should be together true
of one and the same man. We shall offer some specimens of this illiberal style: We quote now from
Cunningham. In this Life, he could depreciate art, in a manner we are persuaded he could not feel, because it
lowered the estimation of the painter whom he disliked. Artists are very willing to claim for their profession
and its productions rather more than the world seems disposed to concede. Johnson, in a conversation with
Boswell, defined painting to be an art which could illustrate, but could not inform. Does he so speak of this art
in any other Life; and is not this view false and ill-natured? Though the sage was not seldom sarcastic and
overbearing, he was endured and caressed, because he poured out the riches of his conversation more lavishly
than Reynolds did his wines. We have marked "insisted"â€”it implies repayment was expected, if not
enforced; and it might have been said, that a mutual "honour" was conferred. The eye of a youthful pupil was
a little blinded by enthusiasm. That of Malone was rendered friendly, by many acts of hospitality, and a
handsome legacy; while literary men and artists, who came to speak of books and paintings, cared little for the
most part about the delicacy of the entertainment, provided it were wholesome. Plenty was the splendour, and
freedom was the elegance, which Malone and Boswell found in the entertainments of the artist. If Reynolds
was sparing of his wine, the word "plenty" was most inappropriate. This is a gross idea, and unworthy a gentle
mind. The liberality to De Gree is shortly told. We must couple this with some previous remarks; it is well
known that Sir Joshua, as Northcote tells us, carefully locked up his experiments, and for more reasons than
one: Surely nothing but illiberal dislike would have perverted the plain meaning of the act. What was the use
of all this secrecy? Those who stole the mystery of his colours, could not use it, unless they stole his skill and
talent also. A man who, like Reynolds, chooses to take upon himself the double office of public and private
instructor of students in painting, ought not surely to retain a secret in the art, which he considers of real value.
He was, in fact, too honest to mislead; and that he did not think the right discovery made, the author must have
known; for Northcote saysâ€”"when I was a student at the Royal Academy, I was accidentally repeating to Sir
Joshua the instructions on colouring I had heard there given by an eminent painter, who then attended as
visitor. Sir Joshua replied, that this painter was undoubtedly a very sensible man, but by no means a good
colourist; adding, that there was not a man then on earth who had the least notion of colouring. One of his
servants, who survived till lately, described him as a master who exacted obedience in triflesâ€”was prudent in
the matter of pinsâ€”a saver of bits of threadâ€”a man hard and parsimonious, who never thought he had
enough of labour out of his dependents, and always suspected that he overpaid them. To this may be added the
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public opinion, which pictured him close, cautious, and sordid. On the other side, we have the open testimony
of Burke, Malone, Boswell, and Johnson, who all represent him as generous, open-hearted, and humane. The
servants and the friends both spoke, we doubt not, according to their own experience of the man. Privations in
early life rendered strict economy necessary; and in spite of many acts of kindness, his mind, on the whole,
failed to expand with his fortune. He continued the same system of saving when he was master of sixty
thousand pounds, as when he owned but sixpence. He loved reputation dearly, and it would have been well for
his fame, if, over and above leaving legacies to such friends as Burke and Malone, he had opened his heart to
humbler people. A little would have gone a long wayâ€”a kindly word and a guinea prudently given. Opened
his heart to humbler people! Why did he not narrate the robbery of the black servant, and his kindness to the
humblest and the most wretched?
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It was founded in by the publisher William Blackwood in Edinburgh, Scotland. While the QR was staid,
patrician and partisan, reliably loyal to Tory ministries and circulated mostly in England, the BEM was wilder,
more willing to criticize Tories on matters of principle, and more stridently Scottish. Being a monthly, the
articles in the BEM was usually lighter, with a more literary bent, than the quarterly reviews. During its
height, the BEM was colloquially called "the Maga". It took vocal positions against the Malthusian population
doctrines, against free trade , against laissez faire, against bullion resumption , against the gold standard,
against the Bank Act, against Poor Law reform, and generally against industrialism altogether. Its positions
were mostly negative, mostly criticizing economists, and articulated few positive arguments of their own. The
BEM opposed trade unions combinations , but on matter of the principle of noblesse oblige believed that the
rich should take care of the poor. Around the same time, the Scottish poet James Hogg, editor of the failed
weekly The Spy , decided to launch a new monthly. Hogg approached Thomas Pringle, and both went to
Blackwood with the idea. So Blackwood, Pringle and Hogg got together to plan a monthly. Blackwood
brought in J. Gibson Lockhart and John Wilson on as the assistant editors. It proved a sensation - and
offensive to many. Blackwood withdrew the "Chaldee" article after only two hundred copies, and
subsequently issued an apology. Nonetheless, the publicity put BEM on the literary map, and gave it the recipe
for the pugnacious, satirical tone that would mark its history. Price cockney tourists , etc. Many articles in the
BEM over the years would be written by regular authors under these pseudonyms. In , BEM became involved
in the public imbroglio following the death of Thomas Brown, professor of moral philosophy at the University
of Edinburgh. Wilson ended up prevailing. William Blackwood, publisher and editor John Wilson , de facto
editor, pseud. Gibson Lockhart co-editor pseud. John Galt , pseud. David Macbeth Moir pseud. Alan
Stevenson, Treasury official. Sir Archibald Alison , historian, prolific contributor of economics articles,
contributions begin , end Thomas De Quincey , only economist, contributions begin , end
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